
Why is  
“The Cowichan Indigenous Learning Centre” 

So Important ?

Nature For Youth

In recent years, there has been a lot of work and resources focused on environmental issues. 
Sensitive and 'at risk' ecosystems have been preserved for the future generations. People are recycling more, 
buying local, decreasing their ecological footprint. Environmental education for youth can sometimes focus on 
restoring and cleaning up the environment and raising funds and awareness for Eco-issues. 

As environmentalists, though, think back and remember......

                  …...What fostered your love of nature?

• Was it a grandparent or Elder taking you on walks along the river, pointing out the plants and 
birds

• Carefree summers by the Lake 
• Adventures and Treks in the Mountains or Forests 
• Spending time over the years by our favorite tree listening to the birds, watching the clouds 

and feeling the breeze on our skin. 

Today, it is not easy to find a piece of wilderness, a rich ecosystem, that is not private property or 
has not been preserved and fenced off. A place for children to play, adventure, wander, collect materials and 
build shelters, harvest edibles and medicinals, make tools and genuinely experience the Earth and the 
natural world taking care of all our needs. 

Indigenous Knowledge and Skills

In modern education, the indigenous learning model is only recently being understood and 
appreciated. Indigenous schools tend to be invisible and fully integrated into the cultural and social fabric of 
life. The learning passed on by the Masers and Elders includes:

• Stories & Role Models
• Songs & Music 
• Games, Adventures & Challenges 

• Skills, Apprenticeships & Questions 

…...and everything tested against the reality of nature.
 

There is a knowledge that stems from a lifetime of experience; that is passed on through the 
generations. A knowledge of our place in the scheme of life and existence; a knowledge of our true 
capabilities; of a technology that we can create ourselves with true sustainability and consideration for our 
grandchildren. 

For 10 years, WOLF Cowichan has searched for such an environment
 and this is something Hwiemtun can provide through 

“The Cowichan Indigenous Learning Centre”.

At “The Cowichan Indigenous Learning Centre”, Hwiemtun will be able to gather 
Elders in an environment that is both natural and sacred, so that the teachings 

can be pased on with respect and authenticity. 



The above text was written to highlight the need of building an education 
centre in conjunction with a Cowichan Tribes Educator, as part of a fund 
raising campaign for our education programs. I attempted to highlight two 
main areas of importance with the subheadings, and used a bullet list to 
draw attention to key points within each category. Ths two shoutouts 
highlighted in green were used to draw attention to the key points that are 
being explained. There are two italic indented phrases that I also wanted to 
stand out. I wanted the two main subheading sections to be balanced and fit 
one page.


